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Link to publication [4]

● Functional Binding Site Prediction, InDeep [4] 

was utilized for predicting functional binding 

sites.
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Create a dataset of heterodimer complexes

1 Context
Protein-protein interactions (PPI) are a key focus in drug discovery. Their 3D structures 
contain extensive information that can be utilized to prioritize drug target selection, 
identify druggable binding pockets, and ultimately discover new PPI inhibitors (iPPI). To 
leverage these 3D data, we present Protein Interaction Explorer (PIE) a web-based tool 
specifically crafted to help structure-based drug discovery focused on protein-protein 
interactions (PPIs).

3 iPPI-DB PIE: Navigate the pocket

4 Conclusion

We setup a quality control pipeline to mine only pertinent structural data: 

I. Select heterodimer complex and protein/ligand complex associated with 

heterodimer(s)

II. Select only drug-like PPI-related ligands

III. Select only complexes with state-of-the-art structural biology criteria

IV. Select proteins with ligand(s) associated with heterodimer(s) in which one 

of the ligands is located at the heterodimer interface (distance threshold: 

6 Å)

V. After the pocket detection (VolSite [2]), select proteins with a ligand 

positioned at less than 1Å of a pocket of a superimposed heterodimer 

partner.

The retrieved data with all calculated pocket properties (Volsite) are saved in 

our database and used to evaluate a pocket similarity (PSI)    based on the 

Euclidean distance        of normalized properties.

Link to publication [1]

Constructed upon extensive structural data encompassing thousands of heterodimer 
complexes, including those successfully liganded, PIE provides a comprehensive suite of 
tools dedicated to aid decision-making in PPI drug discovery. PIE enables 
biologists/chemists/bioinformaticians to identify and characterize crucial factors such as the 
presence of binding pockets or functional binding sites at the interface, predicting hot spots, 
and foreseeing similar protein-embedded pockets for potential repurposing efforts.

Protein Interaction Explorer allows to :

a. Query PDB or UniProt to visualize pockets

b. Superimpose all available heterodimer structures and liganded 

structures.

c. List similar binding pockets and assess possible partner repurposing

d. Visualize InDeep annotations

e. Navigate an interactive PPI-related pocketome using TMAP

With the inclusion of this new dataset in the iPPI-DB database, we allow 

the user to go beyond the query capabilities already available, and to 

query it from a pocket perspective. Users can now query the dataset and, 

based on the aforementioned pocket properties, explore the pocket space 

in addition to the PPI chemical space. 

Come and explore
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Link to iPPI-DB web site

We supplemented our dataset with:

● Hot Spots Prediction, FoldX(v5) [3] software was employed to 

assess the impact of mutations on the stability of protein 

complexes. Residues exhibiting a significant change in free energy 

are categorized as critical or warm hot spots.

● Pocketome Visualization, represented as a minimum spanning 

tree using the TMAP [5] tool. This method selectively chooses pairs 

from the complete PSI matrix to span the entire dataset optimally, 

minimizing the total distance. The resulting "tree" provides a 

simplified yet powerful visual representation reflecting local 

proximity (pocket similarity) in the high-dimensional pocketome 

space.
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